
 

How to reduce shockwaves in quantum beam
experiments
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As the skimmer temperature is lowered, the density of the beam rises. Pulsed
discharged enabled the researchers to visualize the beam density. Credit:
Weizmann Institute of Science

The tiny cone-shaped "skimmers" used in experiments looking for exotic
chemical-quantum phenomena resemble the intake mechanisms of
aircraft engines, and they perform similar functions: Each directs the
flow of gas - the engine intake controls the supply of air for burning fuel,
and the "skimmer" creates beams of cold flying atoms or molecules.
While skimmers have been a necessary component in atomic and
molecular-beam experiments for decades, they were also known to
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impose a fundamental limit on the number of particles one could pack
into the beam. However, Prof. Edvardas Narevicius and his team in the
Weizmann Institute of Science's Chemical Physics Department have
now revealed a simple way to overcome this limit.

Cold-beam experiments are conducted in labs around the world to
observe atoms and molecules behaving in a quantum manner - as, for
example, waves that interfere with one another. Adding beams together,
as Narevicius and his group do in their lab, creates new and interesting
chemical reactions.

Narevicius explains that the extreme cooling needed for such
experiments - close to absolute zero - is accomplished by spraying a gas
of atoms or molecules through a small nozzle into a vacuum chamber,
from high pressure to nearly none. The atoms in the experiment spread
out, forming a very cold cloud of atoms that are moving very fast.
Skimmers are used to direct some of these atoms into a beam. "One
would think," says Narevicius, "that if the gas in the canister is at a
higher pressure, and thus releases more atoms at once into the vacuum
chamber, the resulting beam would have a higher density. But that is not
the case. Above a certain pressure the density levels off. Researchers
have not known how to overcome this limit, placing many interesting
experiments beyond reach."

"This was a perfect problem for my student, Yair Segev," adds
Narevicius. Segev came to the Weizmann Institute with expertise in
aerospace technology and physics. Beginning with an algorithm used by
aerospace engineers to model flows high in the atmosphere, he created
simulations of the particle flow in the skimmers. These simulations
revealed the existence of shockwaves within the skimmer cones, which
blocked the subsequent flow of particles in the beam. This phenomenon
emerges from interactions between the beam's particles and the cone:
particles bounce off the skimmer at high velocities, colliding and
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disrupting the beam's flow. The high reflected velocities result from the
"hot" (that is, room temperature) surface of the skimmer, so Segev tried
the simulation with cooled skimmers. The results showed a significant
reduction in the shockwaves, as well as much denser beams behind them.

Next the team undertook experiments with various molecular beams,
chilling their skimmers to progressively lower temperatures. Performing
the tests with neon and other types of fluorescing plasma enabled them
to clearly observe the colorful results. The researchers found that the
shape of the shockwaves was significantly changed and the density of the
beams indeed rose with skimmer cooling, peaking when the temperature
was below some tens of degrees above absolute zero - cold enough to
freeze atoms to the tip of the cone and thus allow the rest to flow
through "without feeling any disturbance from the skimmer," says
Narevicius.

"The shockwaves in and around the skimmers turn out to be similar to
those that a spacecraft experiences when it crosses the boundary between
the vacuum of space and the upper atmosphere," says Segev. "In both
cases, suppressing the heat transferred between the surface and the gas
can drastically change the shape of the flow. In the spacecraft we want to
keep the atmosphere from heating the shell, while in our experiments we
want to prevent the skimmer from heating up our cold beams."
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